بِسْمِ اللَّهِ الرَّحْمنِ الرَّحِيمِ

1. bound to happen، a questioner
2. any preventer، To the disbelievers
3. Owner of the ways of ascent، From Allah
4. a to Him، and the Spirit، the Angels
5. a patience، So be patient
6. as far off، see it
7. near، But We see it
8. like molten copper، the sky
9. like wool، the mountains
10. of a friend، will ask
11. They will be made to see each other
12. And his brother
13. sheltered him، And his nearest kindred
14. it could save، the earth
15. surely a Flame of Hell

The Last Dialogue
A remover of the skin of the head and went away turned his back on him who denounced him. And collected with the man of the evil who touches him, and the deprived ones. Except those who pray. Those who are constant in their prayer are the transgressors of your Lord. Indeed, their wealth is not secure of their punishment. And when the punishment is not of your Lord, then indeed, they are not blameworthy. Except what their spouses seek. But whoever seeks that beyond the limits, they are the transgressors. Those who are fearful of the Day of Judgment accept the truth. And when the good touches him except those who pray. Those who are constant in their prayer are the transgressors of your Lord. Indeed, their wealth is not secure of their punishment. And when the punishment is not of your Lord, then indeed, they are not blameworthy. Except what their spouses seek. But whoever seeks that beyond the limits, they are the transgressors.
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